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Welcome to this bonus one-off supplement, 
produced in response to numerous requests from 
subscribers for a paper-based set of performance 
tables.  In the August 2014 newsletter we ran 
through the various online sources of free data, 
but we hope you may find this supplement a 
handy and complementary reference.

To differentiate our tables, we have adapted 
the data and done things our own way.  This 
means we have combined certain sectors that 
are often listed separately, such as Japan and 
Japanese Smaller Companies, to provide what 
we think is a more useful comparison.  Very 
small trusts capitalised at less than £20m have 
been excluded.  One unique addition is an extra 
column showing when we last mentioned each 
trust in the newsletter.  This may help as an index, 
and if nothing else it shows that our coverage 
is fairly comprehensive.  We leave few stones 
unturned.

Our source for the numeric data was Morningstar, 
and prices were taken between March 18th 
2015 and March 26th 2015.  We have verified 
the data wherever possible, but please read our 
risk warning on the back and check figures for 
yourself before making any investments.

Understanding the tables

The columns read as follows:
Latest price (we have tried to indicate where 
this is in a foreign currency); Net Asset 
Value, including income, with debt at fair 
value; the Discount to net asset value now; 
the average Discount to net asset value 
over the last 12 months; NAV performance 
over six months together with the ranking 
in the sector; NAV performance over one 
year together with the ranking in the 
sector; NAV performance over three, five 
and ten years, all expressed as annualised 
figures, with rankings in the sector; Market 
Capitalisation; Gearing as a percentage of 
assets; Net Cash as a percentage of assets; 
Dividend Yield; Total Expense Ratio; Date of 
Last Mention in Investment Trust Newsletter 
(a full index is available on our website at 
www.tipsheets.co.uk).
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This statistical supplement is intended to be read with Investment Trust Newsletter.  Not for sale separately.  
Figures have been sourced from Morningstar.  Whilst we have taken all reasonable care to ensure accuracy, we provide 
no warranty nor do we accept any responsibility for any errors or omissions.  
Investors should always check data for themselves before making investment decisions, particularly as this data may be 
out of date.  If you are in any doubt you should consult an authorised financial adviser.

Past performance is no guarantee of future success, and this data is provided to assist with broader research.  
The value of all shares can fall as well as rise, and you may not get back the full amount invested.

Prepared by Andrew McHattie, The McHattie Group, St Brandon’s House, Bristol, BS1 5QT.  
Telephone 0117 9200 070.  Email enquiries@mchattie.co.uk.  Website www.tipsheets.co.uk.  All rights reserved. 
The McHattie Group offers restricted advice on certain types of investment only.  
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.


